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PREFACE

The Industry Council in its Conclusions of the 6-7/11/199 5 invited the Commission to
analyse the situation of Business Services from the point of view of their contribution
to industrial competitiveness and job creation. It further asked the Commission to
produce a Communication on the future of Business Services and to consider
appropriate policy actions.
A detailed factual description and analysis of the situation of Business Services is
contained in the Commission Staff Working Paper "Industrial Competitiveness and
Business Services" submitted to the Council ·in April 1998:
The present
Communication is the operational follow-up to this document which should be
considered an integral part ofthe Communication.

The key political messages of this Communication are the following :
There is an urgent need to improve data and information on Business Services
and their contribution to European competitiveness and job creation.
Market access barriers for Business
identified and be removed.

Scrvic&.~s

in the Memb.er Stnles mus& bt

Optimal conditions must be created to ensure that the Business Services sector
contributes to employment creation both in the sector itself and indirectiy by its
added value input into Industry. Compared to the United States there could be
an untapped potential of more than 3 million jobs in the Business Services sector.
The real challenges are :
• To match skills to knowledge-based Business Serv~ces...
• To explore the huge potential of European export by· putting Business
Services companies at the forefront in international competition.
• To ensure that our Business Services companies arc clustering nnd opt•r·nting
in networks so the full pofenthd of access to innovation and the capital
market is realised.
o To contribute to competitiveness, growth and innovation of lndi1stry and in
particular of SM Es by pmmoting their use of Business Services.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

In its Conclusions of the 6-7/11/1995, the Industry Council invited the Commission to
carry out an analysis of the situation of Business Services from the point of view of their
contribution to the competitiveness of European enterpris~s and job creation. The result .of
this analysis was presented to the Council in a Report from the Commission Services on
Industrial Competitiveness and Business Services'.
The Council Conclusions furthermore invited the Commission to examine how national
and Community policies can contribute to improving the framework conditions within
which Business Services operate and to assess the contribution of Business Services to the
internationalisation of business, in particular of SMEs. Finally, the Commission was
invited to prodQce a Communication on the future of Business Services in the European
Union, focusing particularly on the arguments for and against a policy on the subject.·
The present Communication represents the follow-up to these requests. Following· the
Report on Industrial Competitiveness and Business Services, it expands the economic
justifications for a policy on Business Services and further examines the policy issue that
the Report broadly identified as needing treatment.
As stated in the Report, the key importance of Business Services lies in their dymunic
links and their contribution to the competitiveness of EUindustry2. An important dement
in EU competitiveness policy is to promote intangible investment (knowledge-creation.
quality, innovation, management etc). Business Services are often required to supply key
elements of such investments. Hence, to promote intangible investments also requires the
promotion ofthose services.
Business Services are of major importance in helping the SME sector realise its potential
contribution to innovation and growth. There is evidence that some of the most dynamic
SME already make use of Business Sei-V'ices to perfom{ the functions that c:m not ht·
undertaken in-house. In the face
the pressures of intemationalisation, greater usc l,f
th~se services by a wider range ofSMEs needs to be encouraged.

of

The providers of Business Services are, themselves, often small enterprises, which require
the right environment to be able to flourish. This consideration has to be borne in mind as
a critical element in any moves to encourage the further development of the sector.
..

. .

.·

With the growing integration of Business Services into manufacturing (and vice versa) and
their importance for overall economic development, policy on industrial competitiveness
·needs 'to be extended and targeted on Business Services. It is because of these interactions
(which will ·be further developed in Chapter JV) that the Commission in this
Communication builds on the overall policy framework guiding EU competitiveness
policy, including its impact on employment andeconomic growtlll.
The policy actions treated in this Communic;:ttion arc in general covering all Business
Services. However, when dealing with t11c abolition of national market access restrictions

Doc. Sec (I 998)735 of 29/4/ I998
In the following, "Industry" is defined as manufacturing and services activities supplied on a market basis whether
integrated into each other or not.
.
·
Sec Annex I . for references
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which are specific to individual activities and vary from country to country, this horizontal
approach is not feasible ..
Compared with former scattered and non-coordinated initiatives in this field, not only the
supply of Business Services is treated but also the demand side in order to ensure that the
interests of client industries are taken into account in a coherent supply/demand side
approach, permitting the anticipation of future needs for services and the emergence of
new types ofBusiness Services.
It should be noted that since this Communication constitutes a first attempt in putting

together a policy framework in an area characterised by a lack of sufficiently
disaggregated and credible economic infom1ation~ priority at this stage is given to the
systematic collection of statistical data, analysis and research. A refinement, a deepening
and an extension of policy actions should take place concurrently with the increased
availability of data and analytical material, appropriate to the implementation of policy
decisions.
The Commission will periodically report back to the Council on progress in this field.
together with the implications for policy making. Furthermore, depending on the result of
feasibility studies already undertaken, the extension of policy actions to other services to·
Industry such as industrial training, logistics and contract research will be considered in a
next phase.
The policy objectives of this Communication are synthesised in the hox below.
POLICY OBJECTIVES
To strengthen the competitiveness of European Industry by improving the framework
in which Business Services function to the benefit ofthe entire Industry Value Added
Chain by:
·
(1)

FadHtatftllllg decisiollll making: To create a comprehensive theoretical and
analytical basis on which to undertake a continuous monitoring of the situation
of Business Services in orde,r to ensure a sufficient background for decision
makers at the enterprise, public a.d.irtim&ttation and political level.

(2)

Applyil!llg Community policies: To improve the business environment in which
Business Services and their clients work by using existing Community policy
instruments to enhance competitiveness. The most important of these policies
arc Enterprise Policy and the creation of a favourable environment for SMI~H.
the lnfonnation Society and Electronic Commerce, RDT, Training, lnternnl
Market and Public Procurement, GATS, Structural Policy, Competition policy
and Quality Assurance.

It is underlined that the Commission is not proposing a new specific policy on Business

Services. What is sought is the implementation in a coherent framework of existing
policies which already affect Business Services.
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II.

DEFINITION AND CLASSIFICATION OF BUSINESS SERVICES

Business Services consist or' many different activities. They include highly advanced
consultancy services like management consultancy or computer services, professional
services like engineering and legal services, marketing services like advertising or fairs
and exhibitions, labour intensive services like personnel services, and operational services
like cleaning and security services. This heterogeneous panorama of Business Services is
explained by the ·different functional characteristics of enterprises which purchase these
services: management, administration, production, ICT, marketing, personnel, security,
cleaning etc. For any key enterprise function, a corresponding Business Service exists.
They are characterised by an interactive co-production process between the supply and
demand side with. the overall purpose of improving the competitiveness of the client. A
detailed definition of Business Services, listing all the activities is given in the Report on
Industrial Competitiveness and Business· Services. For practical and illustrative reasons,
the main Business Services activities and their classification are shown below:
Definition of Business Services according to NACE Rev.l. classification 4
Classification
Of NACE activities

Services

72.1-6

Computer

74.11, 74.12,
74.14

Professional

Most important activities

-

-

. 74.13, 74.4

I

Marketing

74.2, 74.3

Technical

71.1, 71.21-23,
71.31-33
74.5
74.6, 74.7

Leasing and renting

-

-

Labour recruitment
Operational

-

-

74.81-84
Other·

-

Hardware consultancy
Software consultancy
Data processing
Data base activities
L~gal activities
Accounting and tax Consultancy
Management consulting
Market research
Advertising ·
Architcctiual activities.
Engineering activities
Technical testing and analysis
Renting of transport and construction equipment
Renting ofoffice machinery incl. computers
Labour recruitment and provision of personnel
Security activities.
Industrial cleaning
Secretaria~ and translation activities
.. Packaging activiti~s
Fairs aridExhibitions

/
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This definition is in accordance with the EUROSTA T publication 'Business· Services in Europe'
from I 995. It should be noted that NACE classes 70 (real estate services), 73 (research and development)
and suhclass 74.15 (holding companies) arenoi included _in this definition:
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III. KEY PERFORMANCE FIGURES FOR BUSINESS SERVICES
The Report on Industrial Competitiveness and Business Services underlined the serious
gap in basic statistical data on Business Services. Based on a number of different sources,
extrapolations and estimates have been made giving some key figures which should be
treated with a certain caution until further work has been done in this field (see chapter V).
The main problem is that comparisons between EU Member States are hampered by an
uneven geographical statistical coverage and different levels of aggregation of services
sectors.
This chapter only concerns those Business Services purchased outside a company to the
exclusion ofthe those supplied in-house.
A.

Size and growth of business services

Table I in annex 2 shows the basic statistics for Business Services in Europe. The sector
employs more than 11,5 million people and contributes to more than 850 billion ECU
value added. This represents 8,5% of total employment and 15.3 % of value nddcd. The
sector is organised in many small firms (more than 2,5 million) operating mainly in
national markets.
Annual growth rates shown in table 2 in annex 2 demonstrates the very impressive growth
of Business Services during the last years. Both employment and value added indicators ·
amount to an annual growth of around 5,5% in Business Services, while the total economy
grew at 0,4% in employment and 1,5% in valueadded. This rapid growth can partly be
explained by an increased recourse to outsourcing of Business Services' activities but it is
believed that the main reason lies in Industry's demand for new, advanced, knowledgebased and specialised services, cfr chapter IV.
B.

Comparisons to other sectors of the economy
I.

Value added

The following comparisons arc useful it1 order to understand the attention which should he
given to the Business Services sector:
Business Services generate more value added ( 15,3%) than banking, msunmcc.
transport and communication services altogether ( 12,1%).
-

Value added from the Business Services to the economy is around 72% of that from
the manufacturing industry and six times as much as agriculture.

Figure 1 in annex 3 compares gross value added of Business Services to other major
economic sectors.
2.

Employment

In terms of employment, the absolute figure is equal to the employment in banking,
insurance, transport and communication services altogether. It is close to the total
employment in wholesale and retail trade. As opposed to these services, many Business
Services arc or high value added with well-paying jobs.
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Figure 2 in annex 3 compares employment in Business Ser-Vices to other major economic
sectors.
The difference between the percentages in yalue added and employment illustrates the
high relative productivity level in Business Services compared to the situation in other
·
services and a productivity level at least similar to the one in manufacturing.
Relative employment figures and relative productivity levels are, however, not the only
relevant factors in assessing the importance of Business Services for the creation of
employment.
Estimates of the potential growth in this sector could be based on the fact that over 14
years ( 1980-1994), employment has grown by 5,5 % per year at an average, higher than in
any other sector of the economy and there are no reasons to believe that this pattern will
charige. On the contrary, technological development and intemationalisation will create
new Business Services activities with further prospects for job-creation.

3.

Roomfor growth

From the above it can be concluded that Business Services ate one of the few sectors of
the economy where high productivity levels go hand in hand with strong empl0)11lent
growth and that this trend is expected to continue.
These facts give no reasons for complacency. There is an unused potential for Business
Services to contribute to competitiveness, growth and employment. As mentioned. their
value added input is only around 72% of the input from manufacturing. This pictur~
should be compared to the situation in the USA where Business Services accounts for
106% of manufacturing industry value added. (Sec table 3 in annex 2, other comparisons
between some representative European countries and the USA are given in annex 4). This
room for manoeuvre can only be filled by giving . more political attention to an
improvement of the framework conditions in which Business Services are functioning at
EULevel.

IV.

WHY BUSINESS SERVICES ARE IMPORTANT TO INDUSTRIAL COMPETITIVENESS AND

ECONOMIC GROWTH.

A.

Basic relationships

The reasons for Industry's recourse to Business Services are based on a heterogeneous set
of factors inherent in the perfonn'!nce of Business Services such as improve~l Oexihility,
greater ~pecialisation, product differentiation tailored to customers needs, concentration on
core activities, change in· internal organisation, cost reductions, improved quality, hettcr
access to knowledge, skills, expertise and new technology, search for new markets
(intemationalisation) etc.
It is the performance of this set of factors that lead to increases in productivity,

competition and employment, the 3 basic elements of industrial competitiveness and
economic growth.
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These factors are directly related to ·4 main reasons which have been identified as
explanation for the economic importance of Business Services and which are investigated
below under points I;J- E.
r-----------~~~~~--~--------~--~~~~~,~~~~,~~~----------,

Scene of investi~a~ion

----![;>

-,l.)Jmqmtcfela!Jons io lnduitty
- Ct.eatiorJ.of¢<!.mpetitive· advant~ges

;.[)ev~lop'!)¢,~(QJ-Jcnowledge and innovation
- Po~~ibglti~forjob•cr.eation

The relationships mentioned above can be illustrated in. Figure 3 in annex 5.
B.

DyKDamic relations to Industry.

One of the reasons for the rapid .growth of Business Services over the last two decades is
that functions that were previously perfom1ed inside manufacturing industries arc now
outsourced, based on the set of factors mentioned above. This is however, not the main
reason for growth of value added and employment in the sector. It is· not simply a
replacement of in-house services by out-house services.
As mentioned in the introduction, their key importance lies in their dynan1ic links <md
contributions to the competitiveness of European enterprises, because of their growing
integration into industrial production.
Business Services are required in order to cope with industrial change. Business Services
are needed by enterprises to adapt their production chain in a more flexible way, to
improve the quality of the human and technological production factors. to create product
differentiation, to cope with rapid technological development and to Htcc the morl'
complex and international markets. These intangible elements and inputs to the Yaluc
added chain are becoming more important than the traditional tangible investments.
An important dynamic relationship and mutual reinforcement exists between Business
Services and Industry. The gro.wth of Business Services is due to an increased demand
from the Industry and growth in Industry is increasingly linked to their own usc of
Business Services. This relationship drives growth and employment, and therefore needs
more attention from policy decision-makers.
It is becoming increasingly well understood that a great number of cost pressures on

Industry are generated not only within manUfacturing but in the Business Services sector.
These 'input services' are in many cases Jess competitive in Europc than in thc I IS/\ and
otl.wr advanced economics and the causes fi.>r this need to be addressed (sec chapter V on
policy actions).
The effect on downstream activities reduce the competitiveness of European cnteqJrises as
a whole which is the rentra/ argument for improving the framework conditions in which
/Jusiness Services and their clients operate.
C.

Creation of competitive advantages

Three competitive advantages due to the use ofBusi11ess Services can be identified: lower
prices, higher quality and more intemationalisation.
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1.

Lower prices

The existence of well-developed markets for Business Services reduce cost pressures on
Industry due to productivity improvements, conversion of fixed costs into variable costs .
and creation of new demands for Business Services which lead to more competition and
lower prices. ,
.
. .
.

2.

Higher quality

The way in which Business Services c~mtribute to industrial quality is not only related to
specialisation but also to the fact that sogte services directly allow the manufacturing and
service industries to improve their own quality standards in processes and products. Some
Business Services like quality cantrol, certification, design or engineering services
contribute to good quality results and product differentiation. Others like advertising,
market research or fairs and exhibitions allow key information inputs to be received from
clients and competitors that feed into responses to product weakness, quality issues.
enhanced differentiation and entrepreneurial strategies that address market needs. The fact
that many of these services arc now- out~sourced brings into play crimpctitivc processes
which increase the quality and choice available, especially where the dynamic and
innoviftive potential of smaller Business Services providers is given sufficient scope.

3.

Internationalisation

Three factors contribute to easier access for client companies to foreign markets.
Business Services reinforce enterprise competitiveness, preparing the Business
Services clients for more competition abroad. In addition, some specific Business
Services are required to define, plan and develop an international strategy.
(Management consultancy, fairs and exhibition, .market research and advertising
IT services etc.). This type of assistance can be Particularly significant for smalkr
-enterprises venturing into new markets.
·
Business Services fapilitate dealing with barriers to trade. Many Business Services
help to overcome differencesin legal, economic and cultural barriers both within
and outside of the Single Market. Whereas the regulatory barriers within the
Single Market must be addressed, the other barriers can only be overcome with the
help of such services as those of management Consultancy, translation and
· ·
interpreting, IT-speciali~ts, lawyers,· etc.
Direct foreign investment and inter and intra-firm trade in Business Services-permit
clients to have access to multinational Business Services firms. Even direct trade,
which is a secondary way ofBusincss Services intemationalisation, is increasing at
a high growth rate, much higher than most of other services and manufacturing.
D.

Development of knowledge and innovation

Most Business Services arc knowledge intensive services. They provide strategic
infonnation
pem1itting
Industry to · adapt
to
technological
development,
intcrnationalisation and an increasingly complex society.
Thus, they arc a key factor for technological innovation. In order for a client company to
avail itself of Business Services, new technology oflen has to he introduced, leading to an
update of the technological industrial base. At the same time, Business Services increase
9

the effectiveness of technological inputs since advanced services like IT-services allow a
better use of existing technology.
On the other hand, new technologies allow expansion of Business Services markets by
increasing their tradability, in particular those which have been constrained by
geographical or time proximity of production and consumption. New technology leads to
better performing Business Services and vice-versa.
For these reasons, RDT, IT, and innovation policies need to focus on the building of a
strong technological base for innovation in Business Services. Since Europe clearly is
behind the United States in development of new technologies and in advanced Business
Services, a potential margin exists for the promotion of policy actions to stimulate the
-innovation capacity of the market.
Business Services also contribute greatly to product and process innovation of a nontechnical kind. This arises both directly because of the nature of the services provided to
other enterprises and indirectly through the effects of competition generated by enterprises
that have benefited from the services provided. In this way effective Business Services
stimulate a whole range of innovative activities.
E.

Possibilities for job-creation

A dynamic and thriving Business Services sector is important as a creator of employment
in its own right (see previous chapter). However, its main importance lies in its indirect
job-creation potential by its added value input into Indust1y, which RCncratcs more
economic activity which in turn creates new employment opportunities.
Furthermore, the accumulation of skills and specialised expertise in Business Services.
particularly in labour recruitment services, allows a better selection, contracting, training.
recycling, and management of personnel. It should, however, be kept in mind that the
expansion in labour recruitment services, in so far as it represents personnel working ad
interim in other sectors of the economy, does not indicate a growth of this sector per se ..
but rather a change in contractual arrangements.
Rough estimates show that about 20 % more persons are employed in in-house Business
Services' activities than in independent Business Services companies. It indicates that
there is room for further outsourcing of Business Services activities with the positive
effects on productivity and the impact on indirect job-creation. In order to fully
understand this process and the policy implications, it is necessary to undertake research
on Industry's demand for Business Services. To ohtain the complete pirlun:. hl'llt•r datal'!\
the supply (independent Business Services) and the demand (for both out-house and inhouse Busin9ss Services) must he provided.
V.

lP'OUCV FRAMEWORK

The overall purpose of creating a policy tramework for Business Services is to reinforce
the dynamic links hetween Business Services and economic perfonnance in general. The
previous chapters treated the economic justification for the creation of a policy on
Business Services. This chapter justifies and defines the content of the policy that the
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Commission proposes for improving the situation ofBusiness Services based on the policy
on industrial competitiveness.
When this policy is applied to Business Services the following six major objectives are
emergmg:
-

Improving productivity;
Promotion of employment possibilities;

-

Improving competition in the Business Services sector;
Promotion of industrial cooperation between Business Services suppliers;
Promotion of Business Services;
Encouraging modernisation ofpublic administrations.

A number of EU policies contribute to industrial competitiveness. Below it will be shown
how, to various extents, these policies can be applied to the six above-mentioned
objectives.

-rn the development of a Business Servicespolicy, the challenge is to implemeJtt policies in
a coherent framework related to each of the six major objectives. When these policies arc
implemented under a global vision, synergies and mutual reinforcement· of actions <trc
created .. This demands a coordination effort in all the stages of policy planning and
application, follow-up and evaluation. One or several independent policies can not resolve
what a coordinated action in the implementation of a multitude of policies in a coherent
framework can.

A.

Objective: Improving Productivity

Because of the intangible nature of Business Services, measurement of productivity raises
difficult problems. It is necessary to distinguish between productivity gains by suppliers of
Business Services in the production and distribution of their own services (cf. chapter III) ..
and productivity gains in the economy as a whole,' resulting from the. applications of
Business Services. Thus, even if Business Services themselves are . not gaining in
productivity, they may be causing productivity gains elsewhere of great overall benefit to
the economy. To gai11 better knowledge of this process, new indicators and methodologies
on how to measure must he created ..
Furthem10re, it is necessary to gain better knowledge on certain barriers to productivity
improvements (labour market rigidities, small and fragmented markets, heavy
administrative burdens etc) and. to explore the ways in which training, knowledge,
infi.mnation technology and innovation contributes to the key relationship between
Business Services and industrial produCtivity.
The expansion of the Business Services sector has to a large extent been brought about by
continuous changes in product development much ofwhich is driven by the improvement
'in intellectual capital. Education, training and other human resources development
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policies will need to remain in focus permanently as will the need for their rapid
modification in the light of competitive changes in product and other market development.
The following four actions would support the objective of improving industrial
productivity. These are related to several existing EU policies: Data and information
collection, quality promotion, ROT and innovation and IT-policy.
1.

Action: To create new instruments for

mea~uring productivity

Measures:

=> To fmd new indicators · for price/quality ratio, real inflation, output growth, etc,
creating a new statistical methodology for measuring input and o~tput in each
Business Services activity.

=> To fmd indicators and to measure B~siness Services role in improving the productivity
of their clients and, therefore, of the whole economic system.

=> To analyse other factors that determine the demand for Business Services, including
the existence of market failures in the relevant markets and the policy responses to
them.
·
2.

Action: To identify
improvements

and

evaluate

barriers

to

producti\·ity

Measures:

=> To assess the role of Business Services in overco:Qling existing barriers to improved
productivity in the economy.

=> To analyse the effects of outsourcing on the productivity of Industry.
3.

Action: To improve the quality of human resources

Measures:

=> To analyse qualifications, skills and labour gonditions in Business Services companies
and ideritizy wtw:e:needs.
. .
.
.
.

=> To analyse how those Business Services a,ctivities ·related to humm resources
(management consultancy, labom,recnritnient, etc)contribute to improving the human
capital productivity in Industry.
=>

To promote the elaboration of a European system of quality control of training, based
on an approach similar to that of process and product quality standards and backed up
by certification taking into account the need to focus on skills transferability, making
them more transparent for both workers and employers.
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4.

Action: To foster innovation

Measures:

=> To create

aw:are:nes:s:~:,:nut

...~,,H~~"-~"'L '~~U,~ip¢s,~:~i'~-~~

proje~;{t:.l·t-·aifPIX:OJn'q·~e ·-1iijnov•~Ji~>n

=> To facilitate Bu$iD,ess setvic~§ cornparij¢s" .p~f¢Jna,:tt~# in· &;ction,s under the First
Action PI~ on lnnpvation, in . :PanL~~I~: :~~#:QQ:~.:.~romoti,n,g Business Services
applic'ation of IT-technologies through de.~'Qqstt~tiori :~~ pilot projects, workshops,

w

etc.

B.

<

•

·· ·

· · . ·• · . · ··:•' :· ·· ' .· . · '.· ·· . ·

Objective: Promotion of employllltent-possibilities

Most of the· actions and measures mentioned above under the objective on improving
productivity are necessary but not sufficient for the creation of all the jobs that Business
Services can provide. Thus, actions and measures under this Objective should be seen as
complementary.
As illustrated in chapters III and IV, the Business Services sector is probably the economic
sector with the highest potential for job creation, not only in its own right but particularly
by their added value input to Industry with its positive effects on employment.
competitiveness and growth in Industry. It has· also been illustrated that there is room for
further job-creation. However, to get better understanding of these interactions and
mechanisms, reliable statistical and analytical data are necessary.
Furthermore, advantages should be taken of other job creation schemes with a direct
impact on Business Services, such as the new possibilities opened up by the recently
adopted Employment Guidelines and the new orientations in the European Social Fund.
The following three actions would support this. objective. The actions arc related h~
existing EU policies on: · Data and inforination collection, employment policy
coordination, Information Society and training under the Social Fund.

I.

Action: To improve knowledge about the job creation potc111ial of
· Business services

Measure:

=> To collect data and analyse relationships between qualifications, skills and labour
conditions in order to understand how ·employment in the Business Services sector is
created and .how this affect job creation. in, other'se¢tors:~o!Jhe economy.
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2.

Action: Co-ordination of national employment policies

Measure:

=> To create awareness in Business Services organisations and ,9ompanies of the new

possibilities which will follow ~om the guj~epi,l.es~~.f the. ~~~.s·. Natj~A~l. J\qtion Plans

foremployiileJ:It.

·. .

. :.· ;, ,;., :;

· :. :· . ·'; :f(· . · ..:\ ·

·

.

- -.···.

=> To rerilove barriers to mobility ~d.promote..access-tp _educ~tion _and traiiting through
development at distance lean:llng~ University/Scnoolllngu·~tcy partnership and the
exchange o:t"best practices.
·
.

3.

Action: To encourage employment development in Business Services
through the European Social Fund and other human resources
related programmes.

Measures:

=> To create a co-ordinated and systematic employment and training scheme, for example
in the form of an ICT based job.;watching scheme, in order to link education, training
and employment at European level.

=> To improve the awareness of Business Services o:rganisations and companies of the
possibilities for support from the European Social Fund ~d~r it.~ new priorities.

=> To develop Business Services training and education h::tf:ra~tructure, particularly in the
context of local development and the promotion ~of employment and training in the
third system of employment (cooperatives, mutualities, etc).
C.

Olbjectnve:

Hmp~roviung

compettitnon in tllle lBllllillnness

Se~rvices

sector

As illustrated in chapter IV, Business Services provide significant intangible inputs needed
by European enterprises to compete in global and complex markets. Thus, one major
objective of this Communication is to assist European enterprises in identifying and using,
in an efficient way, the Business Services they need. One of the more serious obstacles to
improved competition between providers of Business Services is the hick of transparency
of the quality of the service provided.. For fear of the unknown, clients of Business
Services often tend to deal with service providers they already know, thus making it
difficult for newcomers to access the market. Thi!> issue raises questions about the role or
regulations in ensuring standards and fair-play, which always has to he halant:ed with an
appreciation of the need to avoid imposing regulat(lry burdens on enterprises.
Furthermore, the very nature of the Internal Market implies that any Business Service·
lawfully provided in the country of establishment should in principle he freely availahk to
clients in other Member States, without the need to verify in each instance whether it is
compatible with regulatory, administrative, professional provisions or other barriers in the
client country. The likely reduction that this would bring about in the costs of complying
will assist Business Services providers in extending their activities beyond their national
borders, thereby increasing competition within the Internal Market and internationally,
stimulating yet more efficient provision of Business Services to the benefit of their clients.
To this end, it is necessary to analyse all barriers to eutry, such as price regulation, tariffs,
technical standards, licences, product differentiation, excess capacity, etc. This
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identification of lack of application of Internal Market principles will together with the
application of the competition rules of the Treaty and/or national competition rules help to
eliminate most of the barriers.
Competition in the market would also be improved by new more efficient and flexible
public procurement rules.
Finally, that Business Services are competing strongly in the Internal Market is a
necessary but not sufficient condition for them to be competitive in an increasingly global
market. Further effort to open up third country markets will in itself lead to a growing
·market for Business Services: It will also lead to stronger competition between European
Business Services companies which under the right conditions would enable them to reach
a dimension large enough to compete on the world market.
The following five actions would improve the competitive environment in which Business.
Service are working. They are related to: Data and information collection, quality
promotion, Internal Market policies, Community trade policy and competition polic>'·
1.

Action: To promote transparency in the supply and demand side of
the market.

Measures:
:::::> To improve data-coJlection, analyses and research on .the demand and supply· of

· Business S~rvices by allocating more resources to this field at Community and
national level.. The gliidelmes for :f\\t'Qre work iri :this fi~td, me;ntioned in the Report on
Industrial competitive~es~ :and:,:~-HWin~ss Servi~~§~~({~}J~ter 1V) can be used for the
· ·t· 1defi ru
· ·ti·•qno
· · ·r th. ·· ·t · k
. ·.-·· ·.· ,' .· · ·· ·.··.·
n111a
·• 1s. as .. '
.. · ·.:· ·.. . .. · :.... ,,··:- '";.,_,,,,
:::::>

:::::>

:::::> To promg!e tl1'¢@~~e:S,

Sel"Vices :in:a.
:::::> To evaluate shortcomings In qualitY: a$s:essment arid to support improvements.

1.
Measures:

Action: To creal~
.

llll

lntemalMarketfor /Jusinc,\~,,. Sen·iccs

(

=> To undertake a Single market review on all possible b~ers ·to entry in the different
Business Services activities, including national regulatory and administrative. barriers
as well as self~regulatory professionalnil~s ..· ·
· ·· ·
:::::> To examine the recommendations of the Busines_s Environment Simplification Task

Force ('BEST') and their impl!g,~ti9ns for tpis ·secjo~o::~~; .in partiq~lar. ·to consider
how the conditions
:under which
~11~w enteq)rises
raJ:e.1a_ifclj,~:'C8U·
be~ii!lproved.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
..
..

~

•'.
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=> On the basis of$~ res.ults of the above mentione<J exerci~e.~, to ass.es$ togeth~ with the
Member Sta~~ the prQportional,ity of iden~fie4 .~arqers axid)o apply the competition
fules. (or ili~'iij~~iY:~~ 'a, vi¢W-~to a~olishlng ~ill/barriers. vvW¢h ~e ttcit justifiable by
, :rea~onS of.publk iiitei~st, secUii,ty, health ~tC:~ in a:¢~ot4axlc,e ,with Article ·59 of the
Treaty.

'

,

· ,,

,

=> To, contribute to the identification of best ptacticejn the provision and promotion of
Business Servjces in the Memq~r States, under, t\le. Conper,ted Action~ on Support
Services for •s:ryfEs,, an~ to dev~lop, a strategy for.¢n1;i:an(Sing 'Jhe visi1Jility of Business
Services, Within the broader • :Ctirttext of' iliK promQ'fion of support services to
enterprises.
3.

Action: To improve the functioning of the European public
procurement market for Business Services

Measure:

=> To take into account, in the amendments of the public procurement directives which
we have announced in the Commission Co1111lluntcation on Public Procurement in the
European Union, possibilities to make procurement procedures more flexible and
allowing dialogue between purchasers and suppliers in the course of such procedures
and not just in exceptional circurt1stances.
4.

Action: To ensure that EU and national competition policies are
based on the best possible knowledge of the Business Sen-ices sector

Measure:

=> To analyse continuously the structure of the European Business Services market and to
reflect the results of such analyses on Community and ne,tional competition policies.

=> To systematically' examine the imp~ct of competition' decisions concerning Business
Services companies on th~ comp~titiv~ness of EU Jndustry.
5.

Action: To further open up international markets to EU Business
Services

Measure:

=> To establish stronger links between the Commission and the European Business
Services sector to ensure their active support to the pteparation of the GATS :woo
round of negotiations.

fi)l.

ObjccHvr: filromotimn
Scrvoccs SllDpJP>llncrs

·

of nnndustn·hqfi

counn~nnanmn

hcdwccn

n~usinnt.~SS

As mentioned under the Objective on improving competition in the Business Services
sector (point C above), legal and professional harriers can prevent access to markets,
effectively closing out cooperation across borders. These barriers are not the only
impediments to cooperation between Business Services companies. Lack ofinfonnation of
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possible partners, of national conditions, linguistic an~ cultural knowledge are serious
reasons for market fragmentation.
Faced with international competition, European ·Business Services companies need to
explore formal and informal networks ofBusiness Services suppliers. This would not only
entail the advantage of easier access to international markets but would also open up the
possibilities of supplying intersectoral systems solutions, building on a great number of
specialised competencies.
The following action is proposed. It is related to EU policies- on: The promotion of
Business Co-operation, the Information Society, quality promotion and RDT.
Action: To support the creation a/cooperative networks between Business Services
suppliers.
Measures:

=> To facilitate the setting up of data-bases on cooperative. networks between Business
Services suppliers and to promote certification of such :networks in order to create
confidence in the ability ofthe~e n~two~ks.
·

=> To raise the visibility of the adxaritages of coopez:atipn by .p:torn.pting participation in
projects under the Cornmunityim~ttttme.P:ts ·to pr~f ··,· t~ \h~~i!{e~s :e:oopeta~9Ii (BC~Net,

~ ~se~c·tso:r:.=~~~~~q~~JO~"'f;~l.':,_:.~~,,:;~::~~~:::, s~~s
·

,;. ;·.:

E.

..

Objective: Promotion of Business Services

Two types of market failures exist in the EU which to a certain extent can justify public
support to the development of Business Services: Iocational factors and the siZl' l'f
potential client companies. Most Business Services are concentrated in the central and
urban regions of the Community, while access to Bu~incss Service~ in peripheral rcgilms
and for SMEs are scarce. In order to remedy this situation, the Community's structural
funds policy and the SME policy have promoted the use of Busit1ess Services in varil,US
ways. New possibilities for further promotion of Business' Services can be found in the
financi~li instruments created as a follow-up to the Employment Summit in Luxembourg
· (the SME Guarantee Facility, the European Technology Facility and the Joint European
Venture Facility), and to activities under the Integrated Programme for SMEs. However,
certain evidence points to a lack of knowledge in Business Services circles to the potential
of these instruments which arc often riot perceived as applicable to the intangible nature of
investment in Business Services.
Furthermore, there exists a great diversity in the way which semi-public or public support
schemes arc organised and carried out in the Member States. In order to avoid. wasting
resources, to give maximum benefits to clients using. Busi11css Services and to avoid
distortion of competition between public supported and private suppliers, greater
prominence needs to he given to the services of business support agencies and their
interaction with private sector suppliers of Business Servi<;:cs.
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The following three actions proposed are related to EU policies on: Structural Funds,
SMEs, the Information Society and data and information collection.

1.

Action: To ensure a better geographical and regional distribution of
Business Services.

Measures:

=> To identify and analyse best practices for investn1~nt ip. Business Services in the less
favoured regions in order to rationalise and cqJl,Solldate present efforts based on
analyses of the 11eeds of the regj,cn:t~ .econo~J~. ~~Q~~; .
..

-' .: .;· ·. ·.

. .. :

'_:_. :' ; ,_,:;:::~_·,/'. :"· ·":~>-.: _: ·}::::.__: _ :·:·;~(i~;fi~--~~;-<: '.-:~:;·;~--.

.· ,:,

=> To furth~r ;fo.¢1Js. an<f $.ysterri.at~~e. stfris~at: flui~s~\~d ·9tJi~r actions on Business
Services, Jn·p~icul~~:_by .~~~g· ptiqQJi~~ . ~P;;.~)§,~:$8-~P,on,· IT- and training

_application.S iifthe dev¢lopmeitt i~~ggtaiilm.e1: · ·_·5··~~·",, '::·. : '':~
1

2.

Action: To facilitate the creation of new Business Services companies
and expansion of existing ones

Measures:

=> To analyse. how Business Services are effected, . how Business Services will be
transformed and which kind Of·new Business Services are likely to be created by
Information Society technologie.$ ~d applicatio_ns (~ ..g. electronic commerce, virtual
organisations, new types ofintefin~diation and p:a,tmershjps etc).

=> To target (i.e. by drawing ~P ~idelines) dissemW.,~~ion pf ~<mnation on Business
Services o.rgapisatioris. ~4~ (;()I!}Qfl!,lies ;in O!~et 1<?::-.;~~~ ,th~i.r .a.wateness of av~lable
fuiancial fu.strtnnentsand-:O,ther"~~pport<faci!ities(:'~':-~v-~ ·.· ··· .-·. ·

3.

Action: To guarantee maximum benefits from semi-puh/ic or p11hlic
actions in favour of Business Services

Measure:

=> To i_denti~ th~ different EuroP,~~; Il19dels ._~d. ;~~~g~,~!?:~~.P.~ in, the _p~mo?on ~f
Bu~mess Servt9es and to ben,clu~tflfk b.~t practtq~~iW,(~~~);n)~PPblic Qr public actions m
favour of8usiness Services.· ' ':·' .. ·
· · ·· · ". · ·
·

IF. Objective: El!llcoMraging modernisation of public administrations
II is not only Industry which buys Business Services. Depending on political
considerations and traditions, public authorities in the Member States arc to various
L~xtcnts acquiring Business Services I(Jr reasons similar to those of Industry: cost
reductions and nexibility, higher quality and expertise, innovation in administration and
organisation, higher efficiency etc. Present trends. in the Member States points to a
slimming down of public administrations by way of further efforts of privatisation and a
growing recourse to acquisition of Business Services. Such a process could have two
interlinked consequences: A more efficient public administration and as a side effect, the
emergence of a bigger market for Business Services.
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These interlinked objectives could be supported by the following data and information
collection action:

Action: To gain better insight into the consequences of outsourcing certain public
activities.

admini~tration

Measure:

~ ~~~~d~=~~~e:~~~:~:J.~~_i¥·ir~f;_;~~~~rf" ~r.:::;:~j~~~:~%,:~,a$~~~-·9(~~icaj,prs and a
VI. CONCLUSION
The Business Services sector is the major economic sector with the highest growth ratl:s in
value added and employment over the last years. Their importance for the competitiveness
or European enterprises and economic growth merits stronger political atlcntion. 'I'Jrt'f'l' an·
huge potentials for strengthening their role in the European economy by pulling into
action policies to ameliorate their framework conditions through improving. the business
environment for SMEs in the sector, and by providing support to productivity
improvement, job creation, competition, enterprise cooperation, public promotion and the
modernisation of public administrations.
In the elaboration of a European policy on Business Services, the Commission has
scrupulously respected the subsidiarity principle. . All actions are proposed inside the
realm of existing Community policies. They only concern tasks which cannot be
sufficiently achieved by the Member States in isolation and they can therefore, by reason
of the scale or effects ofthe proposed actions, be better achieved by the Community.
This approach naturally limits the scope of this Communication to actions of a more ''soil'"
character. They basically concern the follo~ing three fields:
.
.
an improvement of the knowledge on the situation of Business SerYiees hy a
reinforcement of data and information collection necessary for a refinement of
policy actions;
raising of the awareness of Business Servi~es circles on the possibility of improving
their situation inside existing Corrimunity policies and of policy makers of the
specifities of Business Services which. need to be taken into account in policy
·
formulation;
the beginning of a process leading
Business Services.

to

the creation of a true Internal Market for

Over time with the improvement of infonnation on Business Services and additional
Commission projects on knowledge acquisition on other services adding value to Industry,
mentioned in the Report on Industrial Competitiveness and Business Services, the
intention or the Commission is to further develop policy actions in a continuous process.
The Commission will periodically report on progress in this field together with an
evaluation or the actions proposed in chapter V and propose new initiatives on Business
Services and other related services adding value to Industry.
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Annex 2. Basic data on Business Services

Table 1. Basic statistics on Business Services Europe-IS(*)
% of Total Economy
Business Services
Employment (I994)
Value Added (1994) (MECU)
Firms (199 5)
Exports (1993) (MECU)
Imports (1993) (MECU)

8,5%
15,3%
15,0%
2,0%
2,0%

I I,635,000
863,500
2,690,I30
31,785
34,107

(*)Estimates for EUR 15 based on avatlable data from EUROSTAT and OECD. Tra~e data are for
EUR12.
Source: OECD (1996) Services: Statistics on Value Added and Employment, and EUROSTAT (1996)
International Trade in Services; (l997)Statistic~ in Focus 1997/4, Market Services in Europe.

Table 2. Annual average growth rates onBusiness Services Europe-15 (*)
Manufactllring and sen·ices
Annual Growth Rates
Business Sen•ices
Employment (1980-94)
Value Added (1980-94)
Exports (1984-93)
Imports (1984:..93)

0,4%
1,5%
5,1%
5,2%

5,5%

5,4%
8,7%
10,2%.

(*)Estimates for EUR 15 based on avatlable data from EUROSTAT and OECD. Trade data are for
EUR12.
Source: OECD ( 1996) Services: Statistics on Value Added and Employment, and EUROSTA T ( 1996)
International Trade in Services; (1997) Statistics in :Focus 1997/4, Market Services in Europe.

Table 3. Value added: Business Service/Manufacturing
Europe 15
Business Services
Manufacturing
BS I Manufacturing
Source: National accounts ElJROSTATand OECD

15,3
21,2

72%

·United States
19,2
18,0
106%

Amuex 3. Figures on Value Added and Employment

Figure 1. Gross Value Added EUR- 15
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Figure 2. Employment EUR-15
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Annex 4:Busines Services comparisons between representative Eutopean countries and the United States

AUSTRIA
DENMARK
FINLAND
FRANCE
GERMANY
(1)
NETI-lliRLANDS
SWEDEN
U. KINGDOM
II. VER!I.GE EUR8
UNITED STATES

Number of
Firms, 1995

Employment
1994
(thousands)

35.484
90.742
31.255
427.074
642.339
88.326
107.205
359.686

151
156
125
1.811
2.805
496
266
2.013

(4)

12055

(5)

Business Service$ .
in Total
Employment
4,5%
6,3%
6,5%
8,2%
9,8%
9,3%
6,6%
9,3%
7,6%
10,4%

Gross Value
Business Services
Added (*), 1994 in Total
(billions Ecu)
Value Added

(4)

20
18
11
202
220
41
29
146

(5)

1038

(3)

(5)

11,8%
16,6%
15,6%
18,0%
14,2%
16,4%
17,5%
19,5%
16,2%
19,2%

(2)

-~

Employment Annual Growth Rate
1980-90
1990-94
AUSTRIA
DENMARK
FlNl..AND
FRANCE
GERMANY
(1)
NETI-lliRLANDS
SWEDEN
U.KINGDOM
AVERAGE EUR8
UNITED STATES

4,1%
8,5%
5,8%
4,4%
6,5%
7,0%
6,0%
7,6%

3,6%
0,6%
-2,5%
0,3%
5,2%
4,3%
-1,5%
0,7%
1,3%
2,1%

{4)

(5)_

I

Gross Value Added AnnWII Growth Rnh: c••)
1980-90
1990-94
14,6%
5,4%
8,0%
4,3%.
15,1%
14,7%
1,6%
4,2%
8,5%
7;8%

(2)

8,8%
2,9%
-3,1%
3,8%
11,1%
6,8%
1,5%
1,0%
4,1%
5,1%

(2)
(3)

(5)

(*)Gross Value Added 1994, ECU in current market prices except for
Denmark, United Kingdom (factor cost) 8Ild Finl8Ild 8Ild Sweden (basic values)
(**)Gross Value Ad~ed Growth Rates at consl8Ilt 1990 ECU market prices except
for Denmark, United Kingdom (factor cost) 8Ild Finl8Ild 8Ild Sweden (busic values)
(I) West Germany. Data.on business services (employment 8Ild value added) are in the item "other business services"
including auxiliary fin8Jlcial services and some personal services:.
(2) Germany, 1993; growth rates 1990-93 and 1980-93.
(3) Nclherl8Ilds, 1992; annual growlh rates for 1990-92 and 1980-92
(4) Employment data for UK arc estimates from OECD 8Ild Eurostat nulionuluccounts bused on number of employ ...-cs.
( 5) United Slates 1993; annual growth rates for 1990-93 and 1980-93
Sou rccs: OECD ( 1996) Services stutisitcs on value uddc.:d and employluenl (Value Added and Employment dntn)
and Eurostut ( 1997) Market Services, Statistics in Focus 1997/4 (Number of Firms data)

Annex 5. Figure on the a-oDe of Business Services in the economy
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